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what is natural?



is this way of searching for an object natural?



what would you do to describe to a friend  
an object you are searching for in your house?

<30 sec brainstorming>





vs.





how natural is this? 
thoughts? <30 sec brainstorming>



how natural is this? 
thoughts?

represents exactly  
how I would pick sth up

close, but not quite 
how you would do it naturally.





natural = user input and output in the same space 



natural = computers can see and hear us 360 degree 
                (increased bandwidth)



moving towards natural user interfaces (NUI):



let’s look at different parts that increase bandwidth…



gestures



are gestures natural?

<30 sec brainstorming>



[Wobbrock, Morris, Wilson, 2009] 





• bluetooth detects device presence 
• inaudable sounds from sender to receiver allow to 

determine distance and direction





let’s look at 
gestures in the environment…

this was gestures on tablets / phones…



where would you mount the Kinect 
to track the gestures?

<30 sec brainstorming>









grasp





array of capacitive sensors at the back





copper foil

capacitive  
touch sensors



capacitive  
touch sensors







gaze







requires lots of 
calibration data

annoying for  
the user

[Tobii Pro]







pupil center corneal reflection (PCCR):
• eye tracking: emitters of IR light + IR camera 
• why? 

• regular light enters the pupil -> causes reflections 
• IR light does not enter the pupil (this is why it’s invisible) 
• instead the IR light bounces of the pupil 
• which we can measure with an IR camera



face tracking



2017: Apple Animoji









almost done  
with the markers!

(thanks to Computer Vision + 
Machine Learning research)





whole body tracking



lot’s of different techniques (more about it in part2)… 
let’s look at one unconventional technique…





basically a huge FTIR table 



basically what you have as your acrylic sheet ;)







basically a huge FTIR table 



sensing users through furniture. 
any idea how the furniture works?

<30 sec brainstorming>



sensing users through furniture. 
any idea how the furniture works?

hundreds of straws inside









environment tracking







identifying users







only works for applications 
with low security demands…

let’s look at something more secure..



 capacitive sensing raw data: 
 doesn’t matter if you touch your phone with finger or ear



 capacitive sensing raw data: 
 doesn’t matter if you touch your phone with finger or ear







• take body measurements, e.g. impedance 
• modulate unique electric signal onto user’s body using measured data 
• signal causes fluctuations in capacitance when users touch screen





biometric features are great for identification 
as they are unique to the user…

well… unique is always relative: 
ears vs. fingerprints



 rear projected table + glass fibre:





sharing 
input / output space



how to hit the ball 
without missing it?

how can we make this better for the user?

<30 sec brainstorming>



how to hit the ball 
without missing it?

how can we make this better for the user?
• use an avatar as a spatial reference







natural interaction
as hidden input





electrodes





summary



(x,y)

what is natural?
• metaphor free interaction 
• even a one-year old can 

use the device



let’s take a 5 min break  

& 

play around with the OptiTrack motion capture system



end.


